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Welcome to the USA!
A guide for AFS Global Prep USA Participants

Please bring this 
handbook to your Arrival 
Orientation in the U.S.
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The United States of America 

 

  

Did you know? 

 Half the people in the USA live in just 8 of the 50 states: California, Texas, New York, Florida, Illinois, 
Ohio, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. 

 Our population is about 307 million. 

 63% of people 16 or older are employed. 

 The top 10 most widely spoken languages in the USA (2010 Census) are: 

1. English only 227,365,509

2. Spanish 34,559,894 

3. Chinese 2,465,761 

4. Tagalog 1,488,385 

5. French 1,332,633 

6. Vietnamese 1,225,036

7. German 1,122,014 

8. Korean 1,051,641 

9. Russian 864,069 

10. Arabic 786,210 

New York Office 

Sandy Spring, 

Maryland; outside 

the National Capital: 

Washington, DC 

University of 

California,  

San Diego (UCSD) 
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AFS in the United States 

The AFS National Office is located at 120 Wall Street, New York City. 4th Floor. 

AFS-USA hosts many year program high school students, and sends Americans abroad for summer, 
semester and year programs.  AFS USA also has innovative programs such as the Global Prep USA 
short stay programs, a Community College Program, outbound thematic group programs for all ages, 
and much more.  

AFS-USA is a volunteer-driven organization for most of the standard programs.  However, while some 
volunteers are hired because they bring their experience and passion for AFS to work with Global 
Prep USA, they do not function as AFS volunteers in this role.   

AFS Learning Objectives for Global Prep USA 

The Global Prep USA programs mix students from many nationalities together 
in a common living environment.  It is recommended that students prepare to be 
culturally sensitive to beliefs and values that are dramatically different.  Though 
the program takes place in the USA, and there are many activities that 
showcase US culture, students will come away with much more than an 
understanding of the local culture here – they will learn about many different 
cultures during the program period. 

Personal Development 

 To think creatively.  Placed in a culture with different values and traditions, and in an
environment with students from many different cultures, the participant needs to constantly
analyze the situation and respond appropriately, recognizing that there are many ways to view
a situation. A positive result requires thoughtful, creative thinking and sensitivity to others.

 To accept responsibility for oneself, demonstrated by self-control and accountability for
one’s actions and behaviors.

 To be more aware of oneself, demonstrated by increased willingness and ability to view
one’s strengths, weaknesses, feelings and emotions objectively and to see oneself as deeply
influenced by one’s native culture.

 To feel confidence in one’s self worth and abilities, demonstrated by the willingness to
participate joyfully and wholeheartedly in many varieties of social gatherings including
presentations in front of a group.

 To define self in terms of ideals and values rather than economic status, developing
personal goals considering relationships, knowledge, skills and character as more important
than possessions.
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Interpersonal Relationships 

 To adapt to new environments, showing the ability to successful adapt to a different culture,
adjusting to new social situations and people.

 To communicate in a different language, demonstrated by the ability to understand and use
verbal and nonverbal communication common in the program with many cultures to express
ones wants, needs, feelings and emotions in conversations with new friends

 To resolve conflicts, commit to resolving problems through dialogue that transforms the
conflict into an opportunity to build relationships between people through reconciliation of
differences in cultural norms, attitude or behavior.  The goal is to achieve a win/win solution
that improves the exchange experience for all involved.

 To deepen concern for and sensitivity to others, shown by increased ability and willingness
to “put oneself in the other person’s place”, that is, to empathize.

 To build intercultural friendships, learning how to make friends in unfamiliar environments
by actively seeking new relationships through shared experiences with people of different
backgrounds and cultures.

 To value human diversity, seeing differences as a source of strength, rather than a threat,
demonstrated by an eagerness for communications and friendships with others from different
ethnic, racial, religious and generational communities.

 To show appreciation, demonstrated by recognizing the support, interaction and interest of
others in ways appropriate to the situation and culture.

Intercultural Knowledge 

 To increase knowledge of the host country and culture, demonstrated by an interest in,
and understanding of, the key attributes and hidden dimensions of that culture.

 To increase understanding of one’s own culture, demonstrated by ability to see aspects of
one’s own culture not previously recognized, and to evaluate the culture’s strengths and
weaknesses from the perspective of an outsider.

 To understand the nature of cultural differences, demonstrated by an understanding of
some of the fundamental concerns that must be addressed by all human beings, and by a
readiness to accept that other cultures will have different solutions for these fundamental
concerns.

Global Awareness 

 To deepen interest in world affairs, demonstrated by an increased curiosity and concern
about world issues, obtaining information from many sources and being aware of other cultural
perspectives.

 To better understand the causes of world conflict, by recognizing cultural differences that
effect people and divide us in areas such as human rights, environmental concerns, poverty
and systems of government.

 To search for solutions to worldwide problems, by the giving of one’s personal resources
(time, energy, money) to support culturally sensitive and technologically feasible solutions.

 To further world peace, with the multi culture perspective provided through the AFS
experience, work toward a more tolerant, just and peaceful world recognizing the worth and
dignity of all people.
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Before You Depart 

Congratulations on becoming an AFS participant! We hope you are looking forward to your arrival in 
the US as much as we are looking forward to welcoming you and your fellow participants!  

A fun and successful experience begins by learning the information in this handbook!  You should 
study the information in this handbook in the same way that you would study for school. Please review 
it carefully and enlist the help of someone to translate the information that you do not understand.  

In order to prepare for your experience in the US there are several things that you must do prior to 
departure. The following are a few important items required for your stay in the United States: 

Travel Documents 

Passport 
A passport is an official document issued by governments certifying to the identity and citizenship of 
the bearer for purposes of travel outside of that country.  Your passport should be valid 6 months 
beyond the end of the program.   

U.S. Visitor Waiver and the B2 Visa 
The US visa is the permission issued by an overseas US consulate for a visitor to seek permission to 
enter the United States. The actual approval to enter the US is granted by immigration officials at the 
US port of entry (airport/border crossing, etc.).  

The visa type granted to AFS Global Prep USA short stay participants is either a B-2 visa or the 
ESTA Visa Waiver Program.

When you arrive in the US, an Immigration Officer will review and determine if you have the 

documents listed below: 

 A valid passport

 Correct visa

 Customs Declaration Form

You will receive detailed information on the items listed and visa procedures from AFS in your home 
country.   

Extending your Stay 

As an AFS student, you must carry a visa stamp on your passport.  This program uses a visitor visa 
(or Visitor Waiver) and the length may vary – however, it’s usually for 3 or 6 months.   

If you wish to extend your stay, be prepared to provide AFS in your home country with a copy of your 
visa at the time you make request, or at a minimum, confirmation of the date of visa expiration. You 
can take a photo (with a phone) of your visa page and send this to your parents.  AFS USA may ask 
the partner office to send this copy to our Participant Support Office.  The request to stay should come 
through your parents, to the AFS office in your home country, and then to AFS USA.  AFS USA fully 
supports these requests, and you and your sending parents are responsible for your visa. 

Your sending parents may be asked to provide a written statement to the AFS Office in your home 
country authorizing the extension of your stay.    
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Vaccination Documents 

Your program does not require specific vaccinations, however, please complete your Health Form 
with the exact month, day and year of any vaccinations that you have had administered.   

Spending Money 
Your program tuition includes room and board. This means that AFS USA provides you with a 
bedroom and meals, including meals eaten when the group goes out to a restaurant together. AFS 
recommends you have access to around US $300 for personal expenses for the short program. This 
should cover expenses like toiletries, optional snacks, and gifts. Traveling with cash is risky because if 
it is lost or stolen, there is no way to recover it so plan carefully how you travel with money. 

Money Management 
It is much more common these days for students to use debit cards or even credit cards. You may 
wish to check to see if your bank in your home country has any partnerships with US banks that may 
enable you to freely access your money without incurring fees during your exchange.  

Information about You and Your Home Country 
You may be asked to give presentations about your country or to participate in a talent show at a 
social event. We suggest you bring information about your home country and items to represent your 
family and school to help with these presentations.  

Examples of helpful information: 
 Photographs
 Music
 Recipes
 Native/traditional costume

These are also a good way to introduce your country to new friends and get to know each other. 

Your First Days 

Upon arrival in the United States, AFS staff will meet you at the airport. You will then travel to the 
program site and receive an Arrival Orientation. 

Arrival Orientation 
As most participants will be quite tired after their long journey, some rest is scheduled before the 
Arrival Orientation which serves to introduce many topics that will help you understand the program 
schedule and dorm living. This orientation also gives you a chance to meet with your peers from 
around the world. Topics covered in the Arrival Orientation include: 

 The history and mission of AFS

 The AFS learning objectives for short programs

 Developing realistic expectations for your stay

 Policies and guidelines of the country, the university site, and AFS USA – the “Rules” for
Global Prep USA

 Global Prep USA Quick Start Guide –

o stus may view this at their home country Pre Departure Orientation as well

 Introduction to site facilities, safety and rules
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 Practical and essential information – a staff list with contact info, the program schedule for the
first week, etc.

 ID cards and medical cards

 The cultural adjustment process:

o Every AFS participant will experience a series of emotional highs and lows during your
stay in the USA. This is a normal and important part of the intercultural exchange
experience. The Arrival Orientation will also help you learn more about these potential
adjustment issues.

Make sure you have: 

 Your Health Form Addendum— only required if your application is over 6 months old.
 A photo of your main passport page and also of your US visa.

o (You can do this with a cell phone camera.)

Will I have contact with AFS volunteers or host families during the 
program? 
AFS Volunteers and host families are not directly involved with this program.  Sometimes someone on 
the staff may also be a volunteer during the school year, however, when working with Global Prep 
USA, they are not acting in a volunteer capacity.   
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AFS-USA Support Structure 
Helping to ensure your wellbeing while on the program is our number one priority and we do so 
through the following system of support: 

AFS Program Staff – An AFS representative and/or AFS staff members for the program will be 
available to help you at all times: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Especially in an emergency 
situation, they should be the first people you notify.  You may choose to talk to your activity staff, or 
the Program Director. 

AFS Duty Officer – In the event of an emergency, and in the unlikely event that you cannot reach 
one of your onsite staff members, you may call the AFS-USA duty officer at: 1-800-876-2376. 

AFS Staff in Partner Country – AFS Staff in the US will communicate back to AFS in your home 
country to inform your family of your wellbeing or any issues that may arise.   

Direct Communication from you to your family for support - You should plan to call or email your 
family soon after your arrival.  You may also choose to speak with your family directly, however, major 
challenges while on program should be shared with the onsite staff so that AFS can facilitate 
supportive action. 

Emergencies 
AFS has many procedures in place to protect the safety and wellbeing of our students. We hope that 
these procedures allow for everyone to have a safe and fun time while on their AFS program. 
However, occasionally an incident may occur that makes you uncomfortable or nervous. If this 
happens, please tell us even if you are not sure if there is cause for alarm.  

We understand that in many cultures it may not be acceptable to report some incidents and it may 
make you uncomfortable to do so. However, you must do so in order for AFS to help ensure your 
safety and wellbeing while on the program. 

Please tell us if: 
 you, or another AFS student, are feeling ill or have been injured;
 you are the victim of a crime;
 you have been sexually abused, even if you are not sure whether what happened would be

considered sexual abuse;

While You Are Here – the 3 AFS Rules with a twist! 

Global Prep USA Rule #1: Follow all the laws of the host country 
This includes, but is not limited to:  

 no illegal drugs,

 no driving,

 no pornography,

 no smoking, and

 no hitchhiking.



AFS Chain of Communication

AFS-USA

AFS Home Country

AFS Partner Duty 
Officer

Night and Weekend 
Emergency Contact

AFS-USA Duty Officer
Night and Weekend 
Emergency Contact

1-800-AFS-INFO 
(800-237-4636) x 9

Sending Family

AFS Volunteers in 
Home Country

AFS-USA Staff

You

AFS Partner 
Staff

Program Site 
Staff
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Global Prep USA Rule #2: Follow all the rules of the host 
site: the college and school campus, etc.
This includes, but is not limited to:  

 following dorm curfews and quiet time,

 accepting supervision during program activities and unscheduled time.

Global Prep USA Rule #3: Be an Ambassador of your country 
This includes, but is not limited to: 

 Learning the definitions of “respect” as it relates to cultural differences

 Showing respect to your fellow participants and their beliefs and values

 Showing respect to the staff by listening, being punctual, and engaging with a positive
attitude

 Demonstrating through your actions that people from your country are empathetic and
open minded

The Global Prep USA Support Process: 
 Step 1. Students who break the rules will be given a verbal warning. Students receive

some verbal guidance and counseling at this time.
o The infraction will be documented by the program staff and by the Participant

Support staff in the NY Office so that a record is established where the AFS Partner
office can also see what is happening and communicate with the sending parents.
We estimate that this information will be available to all within 24 hours.

 Step 2. Students who continue to break the rules may potentially lose the privilege of
participating in an activity or excursion.  Additional support tools are sometimes used,
including but not limited to, joint counseling calls and written statements.

o The situation continues to be documented by the program staff and by the
Participant Support staff in the NY Office so that a record is established where the
AFS Partner office can also see what is happening and communicate with the
sending parents.  This step is estimated to take no longer than 24 hours.

 Step 3. Students who break the same rule three or more times may be considered for an
Early Return.  While cases may vary, repeated disruption of the program plan, and
breaking of the rules stated for the program are cause for an Early Return.

o Since the program length is short, students are expected to change their behavior
quickly, and show improvement after verbal guidance and counseling.

As these programs are short-term, an immediate resolution and/or improvement is required of the 
participant to maintain a sustainable, successful program.  Please note, there are specific situations 
and/or participant behavior(s) that may cause AFS-USA to determine that it is in the participant’s best 
interest to be returned to the direct care of his/her parents.  

Reasons for Early Return (include but are not limited to): 
 Repeatedly leaving the group without permission

 Ignoring and breaking the rules above on this page

 Continued unwillingness to adapt to the program guidelines

 Patterns of poor attendance for class, or afternoon activities

 Unauthorized visits from sending family members or friends

 Injury or illness which keeps one from regular participation in the AFS program
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The Web & Social Networking: Ensure Your Safety  

Networking Sites 
AFS takes student safety very seriously. We recommend that you be extremely careful with your 
personal information. When using Facebook and other sites that are open forums, please customize 
your privacy settings to only authorized people. Please use care when linking with or ‘friending’ 
others. On AFS social networking sites like Facebook, we make efforts to keep our community 
restricted to individuals who are directly involved with AFS programs – volunteers, students who are 
studying abroad and AFS Returnees, students who are hosted in the US, staff, etc.    

Please customize your privacy settings so only authorized people can see your personal details, and 
be careful about what kind of identifying information you publicly share about yourself.   

Posting for AFS Fan Pages and Groups
When you become a member of an AFS group online, this indicates that you agree to conduct 
discussions and other postings with respect.  

Members should not SPAM, defame, harass or stalk members, encourage illegal activity or in any 
way falsely represent themselves, nor should they post explicit, obscene or otherwise objectionable 
content. Posts should be respectful of others and relevant to the AFS experience.  

Electronic Communication & Participant Web Use  
The information that follows consists of tips for safe and effective participant internet use. 

Think twice if it isn’t nice!  
Whenever you send an email message, or post on a social networking site, there is a chance that 
what you have written will be shared with people other than the intended recipients, including the 
media! Not only could this cause problems for you within your circle of friends, but it could also hurt 
the reputation of AFS in your community. In addition, laws exist that prohibit the transmission of 
negative information about individuals.  Be careful. 

Visits from Sending Families and Friends 
The summer programs are designed with a very tight schedule.  You will not have time for visits from 
your family or from nearby relatives or friends.  If your family wants to come at the end of the program, 
please make plans and have them approved in advance by your home AFS office with communication 
to AFS USA.   

Occasionally, participants request a short afternoon get-together with nearby family friends 
or relatives.  Please discuss this ahead of timie with your home office so that we can prepare 
appropriately and have permission on file.

Staying in Touch with Friends & Family Back Home 
While you are on the Global Prep USA program, hearing news and sharing the experience is 
important. Periods of loneliness are common, and during those times communication from home may 
seem the best medicine, but it actually isn’t! Homesickness is a common problem for participants if 
they and/or their families and friends communicate frequently. Here are some ways to avoid 
adjustment issues: 
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Telephone Contact during the Exchange Period 
Participants should plan to call home upon arrival at the program site – as this is very reassuring to 
your family back home.  You may also keep in touch by posting photos and comments on a social 
networking site more frequently.  Due to the time differences between countries, you might want to 
plan ahead for a weekly check in time with your parents.  Sunday is one of the more flexible days. 

Cellular/Mobile Phones 
You will be on a campus with your new friends and the program staff; and you may wish to have your 
phone available for texting.  Please keep a close eye on your phone, AFS USA is not responsible if it 
is misplaced or stolen.  

General Information 

U.S. Currency – 
The U.S. uses dollars ($) as the basic unit of money.  There are two types of money: coins and paper 
bills.  Note that our coin size does not correspond to its value.  Our dime is the smallest coin even 
though it is worth more than the nickel and penny!  You can find out more by going to 
http://www.treasury.gov/services/Pages/coins-currency.aspx 

Mail U.S. Postal Service Website: http://www.usps.com

There are several other delivery systems in the U.S. for packages or documents besides the United 
States Postal Service, such as Federal Express, United Parcel Service (UPS) and DHL.  

The mailing address for VSlb:  Student Name, YWL-Global Prep Program, Attn: Bill Mena, SSFS 
16923 Norwood Rd, Sandy Spring, MD 20860

The mailing address for VSlc: Student's Name, AFS Global Prep USA, Revelle Conference Desk, 
UC San Diego, 9450 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92092-0100.  
To see the location on a map: 9251 North Torrey Pines Rd, La Jolla, CA 92093

Clothes & Packing 
The weather during your stay will most likely be hot and humid during the day and slightly cooler at 
night. Bring a sweater or light jacket for use in air conditioned rooms. In general it is a good idea to
bring enough clothes to last one week and plan on doing laundry each week. Stringent airline 
baggage requirements may prevent you from bringing more. Be sure to come prepared with 
comfortable, casual clothes, walking shoes and rain gear. See Appendix A for a packing list.

A special note about swimwear for males in the U.S.  
Generally only members of swim or diving teams wear the small, tight, swimsuits 
referred to here as “Speedos.” Instead males in the U.S. generally wear “swimming 
trunks,” which are similar to regular shorts but with an interior lining.  

http://www.treasury.gov/services/Pages/coins-currency.aspx
http://www.usps.com/
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Hygiene 
When you arrive at your program site you will be given an orientation to the facilities in your dorm and 
be sure to ask if you are still unsure.  

The following are some other things to notice or ask your AFS program staff about; (these may 
already be customs in your country, but they are not customary in all countries): 

 It is customary to shower or bathe daily and to use an underarm deodorant. Americans tend to
be very conscious of body odor and hygiene. 

 Used toilet paper is discarded in the toilet, rather than in the wastebasket, which is reserved
for facial tissues and other trash.

 Sanitary pads and tampons are usually wrapped in toilet tissue and discarded in the
wastebasket, not in the toilet. Girls, if in doubt of how to dispose of these items, please consult
your AFS program staff.

Laundry, Cleaning & Chores 

You will be responsible for washing your own clothing while on program. The washing machines that 
will be available to you on your program site operate by coin deposit, so you will need to be sure to 
have a good supply of quarters (25 cent coins) for your laundry needs. Instructions on how to use the 
washing machines will be covered in your orientation.  

Additionally, you will be responsible for performing some chores to keep your living space clean and 
tidy. You and your roommate(s) will certainly be responsible for maintaining your own room’s 
cleanliness, and you should be prepared to keep your bathroom clean as well.  

Please and Thank You 

You will hear these words often during your time in the US!  We use “please” when making nearly any 
request, and “thank you” whenever someone helps or provides information.  Using “please” and 
“thank you” is considered polite, and also an indication of equality, a value most U.S. Americans 
share. Practice inserting these respectful words into your conversations every day – it will go a long 
way toward making a good impression! 
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Appendix A 

Suggested Packing List 
Clothing: 
4 – 6 pairs of bottoms 

Both shorts and long pants are acceptable as well as skirts for girls 
6-10 shirts 

Casual clothing is appropriate; some shirts for athletic activity suggested 
1 more formal outfit (e.g. for a dance event) 
Light jacket for cool evenings, and to use in air conditioned space 
1-2 Pajamas for hot weather 
1 pair casual sports shoe, like sneakers or cleats 
1 pair comfortable walking shoes for sightseeing 
1 pair of sandals 
1 pair of water shoes, such as “flip flops” (for shower and/or pool) 
1 pair formal shoes 
1 bathing suit for pool 
Opt: rain coat or small umbrella 

Personal cleaning items: 
Shampoo 
Body wash or bar soap 
Toothpaste & tooth brush 
Hairbrush (hair dryers are not provided.)

Linens: 
Laundry bag 

Optional:
Camera 

Caution Note: You may want to leave behind items that you are particularly concerned about losing. 

Appendix B 
Schedule for AFS Global Prep USA in San Diego

Appendix C 
Schedule for AFS Global Prep USA in Maryland/DC @ SSFS

Appendix D: AFS Participant Medical Plan 
This is a summary but not the full description of the plan. For all terms and conditions, please refer to the Policy 
Wording for details.   

AFS provides the Participant Medical Plan, an extensive secondary medical insurance to ensure that prompt, 
suitable medical treatment is given to any AFS participant anywhere in the world, whenever needed. If a 
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participant gets unexpectedly hurt or ill while on an AFS program, AFS seeks to ensure that his or her 
participant medical expenses will be paid.  

A secondary insurance is responsible for medical expenses only if the expenses are not payable through a 
primary policy first, such as a national health plan or private insurance held by the natural family (the 
participant’s family). When no primary insurance exists the Participant Medical Plan acts as primary source of 
payment for medical expense.  

https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.afswiki.org%2Fw%2Fuploads%2Fe%2Fe5%2FParti
cipant_Medical_Pamphlet_Feb2015_USA.pdf 

Appendix E: Typical Summer Program Guidelines in the USA

 Students Must do the following: 

 Wear program lanyard/badge between the hours of 7:00am-11:00pm.

 Students are expected to use the "buddy system" outside of the residential hall area. Students must be with a
buddy on campus or on field trips.

 Report illness to a staff member immediately.

 Wear AFS and/or program specific t-shirt on field trips.

 Honor Quiet Hours: 10:00pm to 7:00am daily.

 Be in their assigned suite by 10:00pm and in their room by 10:30pm.

 Control their noise level at all times. If a student is asked to reduce their level of noise, we expect the student
to accommodate the request.

 Practice personal hygiene and an appropriate appearance.

 Follow the Dress Code which includes clothing appropriate for intercultural program. Students bring nicer
clothing for the Awards Ceremony and dances. Inappropriate clothing includes, but is not limited to, overly
revealing clothing, clothing related to profanity/drug/alcohol/tobacco, underwear worn as clothing, excessively
baggy clothing.

Students Must Not do the following: 

 Leave the campus during the program, except for field trips and activities and only when accompanied by
staff, faculty or other designated adults.

 Have outside visitors during the program.

 Leave their housing suite from 11:00pm to 7:00am.

 Visit residential areas occupied by students of the opposite gender or by residents of another program
housed on the campus. Students of the opposite gender are permitted in the main floor common lounge area
of the residential buildings.

 Maintain or use a car, motorcycle, or other vehicle during the program. Bicycles, skateboards, rollerblades,
scooters, etc. are also prohibited.

 Organize and/or participate in "pranks".

 Treat others in a manner which may cause another individual physical or psychological harm, and/or which
may cause feelings of discomfort or embarrassment.

 Use inappropriate physical contact (whether consensual or not) that is not suitable in an educational
environment.

 Use foul, vulgar, inappropriate, or offensive language.

 Share medications, whether prescribed or over the counter medications, with any other student.

https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.afswiki.org%2Fw%2Fuploads%2Fe%2Fe5%2FParticipant_Medical_Pamphlet_Feb2015_USA.pdf
https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.afswiki.org%2Fw%2Fuploads%2Fe%2Fe5%2FParticipant_Medical_Pamphlet_Feb2015_USA.pdf


Theme Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Week 1: Neighborhood and the Environment

Community  
and Global 

Issues—
Mine, Yours,  

and Ours

8:30-12:00pm X Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation breakfast at UCSD, 
beach clean up

brunch at UCSD, 
relax at res

2-6pm Arrivals
Orientation

Group Activities based on Theme, examples:  
Torrey Pines Hike; Birch Aquarium; neighborhood walk

“You Pick” 
sign up for activities Beach fun day         Balboa Park 

& Zoo

7-9pm Arrivals
Orientation

Leadership  
Workshop: Barnga Culture Night Game Night Movie Night relax in residence Balboa Park 

& Zoo

Sweet Suite 
Time sst sst sst sst sst sst sst

Week 2: Art & History

Make 
Change: 

Part 1

8:30-12:00pm Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation brunch at UCSD, 
relax at res

breakfast at UCSD, 
Bus to Wall

2-6pm “You Pick” 
sign up for activities

Group Activities based on Theme, examples:  
UCSD art installations; La Jolla mural walk; MCASD; Old Town

Explore Downtown San Diego: 
East Village, Gas Lamp,  
Harbor, Seaport Village

Border Visit Family Day 
at the Wall

7-9pm “You Pick” 
sign up for activities

Leadership Workshop:  
Build a Bridge

Culture Night
Culture & Country 

Presentations
Talent Show Summer Symphony 

Pops: Hollywood MLB Game relax in residence

Sweet Suite 
Time sst sst sst sst sst sst sst

Week 3: Community Service

Make 
Change: 
Part 2

8:30-12:00pm Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Leave San Diego Hotel Check Out

2-6pm “You Pick” 
sign up for activities

Group Activities based on Theme, examples: Humane Society tour; food pantry; 
serve meal to homeless; courthouse visit; Wild Willows farm volunteering Disney Los Angeles Trip: Hollywood 

& Santa Monica

7-9pm “You Pick” 
sign up for activities

Leadership Workshop: 
Changemaker Presentations Culture Night Kareoke, 

Lip Sync Pool Party Disney Return to San Diego

Sweet Suite 
Time sst sst sst sst sst sst sst

Week 4: Wrap it up

Wrap It Up 

8:30-12:00pm Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Class Rotation Departures, 
brunch at UCSD x

2-6pm “You Pick” 
sign up for activities

Group Activities based on Theme,
examples: refugee meeting; college tour; SD 

Mission & Hike; Cabrillo

Beach Day #3
Misison Beach

Clean Suites 
and Pack Departures x

7-9pm “You Pick” 
sign up for activities

Leadership Workshop: 
Changemaker Presentations Culture Night Beach Bonfire Farewell Party 

and Dance Departures x

Sweet Suite 
Time sst sst sst x x x x

All activities and times are subject to change. Refer to Weekly Schedule for specifics -- activities, times, and locations.

 AFS Intercultural Programs
 Global Prep USA at UCSD 

Class Expectations: Gain speaking confidence and a greater understanding of Global 
Issues by learning from the local community and from other program participants.
• Focus on Speaking and Listening-- conversation/debate based. (limited grammar, writing, and homework)
• Discuss the themes and activities and how they relate to your personal experience.
• Weekly group and/or individual presentations oral and short written presentations.
• In-class research and online discussion via personal wifi-enabled device.
• Rotate through several classes weekly.
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500 Sutter Street, Suite 823  San Francisco, CA 94102 tel:(415)393-4211     fax: (415)393-4217 

AFS - Two Day Disneyland and Los Angeles Trip 
August 4 – 5, 2018 

Depart San Diego for Disneyland 

Itinerary 
Day 1/Aug 4/
Sat 8:00 am 
10:00 am Arrive Disneyland. AFS group leader check-in and lead students to 

Disneyland. Self guided Disneyland tour led by AFS group leaders. 
Overnight with Best Western Stovall. 

Day 2/Aug 5/Sun 
08.00am Hotel continental breakfast 
9:00 am Check-out and depart for Los Angeles city tour featuring Downtown Los 

Angeles, Olvera Street (photo stop), Disney Concert Hall ( photo stop), 
Griffith Park Observatory ( photo stop), Hollywood ( lunch stop, on own), 
Beverly Hills ( photo stop) Santa Monica Beach ( 1 hour stop)   

6:00 pm Depart Santa Monica Beach for San Diego  
9:00 pm Approximate arrival time in San Diego 

Hotel :  Best Western Stovall Anaheim 

Transportation:  56 seat coach used for 36 – 48 student group 
Double Decker bus for 52 - 68 student group 
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Welcome to the USA!
A guide for AFS Global Prep USA Participants


Please bring this 
handbook to your Arrival 
Orientation in the U.S.







